


Dublin was awesome! I’ve written a massive trip re-
port that you’ll see, but LOOK AT THIS COVER!!!

Vanessa created this amazing piece of work over 
the course of about three weeks, and it turned out so in-
credibly well!!! It’s awesome and I wrote an incredibly long 
report for the end of this issue in response!

Yep, I’m employed again! This time, Im a Spreadsheet 
Jockey at a place called Study.com. It’s a job, the pay’s bet-
ter than the museum, so there’s that. 

We’re lucky enough to have James Bacon returning 
to the Drink Tank pages, Fred Moulton, Chuck Serface, 
and a TON of photos! 

COMMENTS? journeyplanet@gMail.com
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And then it was all over.  
When you’ve a dedicated and determined team of competent 

people, with a clear understanding that the post con work is important, 
the drop off from a Chairs perspective is like a sheer cliff. Suddenly the 
workload is gone, hundreds of emails a day to... a few. 

A Few Words from The Chair
by James Bacon



The realisation that it’s over occurs in different ways. Those with 
post con tasks seem clear that they want to get them completed with 
minimal fuss, and just like so many hundreds if not thousands of tasks 
they occur with little or no involvement from the chair. I interfere here 
or there but it’s such a low level of engagement, and probably unneces-
sary, and usually connected to the ethos of being thankful to our volun-
teers or those who supported us.  
	 I have	not	fully	unpacked,	figuratively,	metaphorically	or	literally	
and that will no doubt take some time. Oddly I’ve been bad at the bits 
I’m usually good at, while real life bit hard in ways unexpected, and that 
surprised me harder.  

The purpose of a convention committee is to run the convention, 
it is often missed that the convention is the the goal, especially  by those 
of us who love being involved in the organisation and so it is nice that I 
feel the convention itself was some of the best days of my life, watching 
years of work by hundreds of people come together and culminate in 
such a brilliant way. It was so exciting, rewarding and especially when the 
tough moments were faced, head on. 

I do wonder if I can have a re-do as just an attendee.  There was 
a lot of awesome I missed, a lot of people I really would have liked to 
drink with, chat with, hang out with and dance with. Not that it was at all 
bad, I had a privileged position with an immediate support team, and the 
facilitation division and of course my family and Mom all backing me up, 
but the bits I saw were good.  Very good. Bleak, very bleak in its brilliance, 
Rosaleen. Exciting, very exciting. 

Or re-do with improvements... probably one or two or a few, 
but so many of the choices and decisions even when one looks at them 
in hindsight all have outputs or consequences that then lead to other 
unknowns	which	despite	confidence	can	of	course	succeed	or	fail	 just	
like any others, reminiscing about the many decisions out of thousands 
that could have been better, is good for me, but does not help the mem-
bership of Dublin 2019 no more, thinking about the wheel of decision, 
engaging with CoNZealand and other future cons and sharing is much 
more productive, although, there are always different problems. 

Of course Dublin was blessed withfuture chairs on our com-
mittee, a setaed one now, on DisCon 3, and Bid Chairs for Chicago and 



Glasgow and Seattle, so they will have been in close proximity to matters 
and able to discern what course corrections are best for their own fu-
ture journeys, righting the route earlier or noting the the strong winds 
to capture, and rocky shores to navigate past. Hopefully they will come 
right with experience and thoughtfulness gathered from Dublin 2019, 
like fruit picked up from the ground or plucked just ripe enough from 
the bough, as an immediate taste of future success.   
 Hopefully others involved with Dublin will Chair a worldcon, I 
really hope so anyhow, there was an amazing amount of potential on 
our committee and staff, and it’s been good to observe competence and 
preparedness to manage challenges in a positive way. Unfortunately not 
all are willing, neither disparaging to them or to those who take on the 
role of chair, maybe chairs are naive maybe, no not quite right, idealistic 
perhaps to do it. Anyhow, one can hope that those obviously able step 
up and go for it and the many who made Dublin happen will help again. 
 While it is timely now to consider the learnings, it is a bit early I 
think	to	have	definitive	analysis,	for	someone	like	me,	not	in	the	comfort	
of an armchair or with any desire for likes. That is harder to do I appre-
ciate, to allow the tide of reaction to pass over and see what thought-
fulness	and	reflection	brings,	suppressing	the	desires	both	defensive	and	
needful. 
 Aren’t they the natural reactions. 

 It feels easy but I know it’s not meant to be, turning the issues, 
the problems, challenges the things the attendees actually were impacted 
by into solutions takes time and consideration, and once one overcomes 
that	 immediate	 reflex,	 it’s	 easier	 to	 contemplate.	 	Thoughts,	 solutions,	
notions and ideas need to turn into cold improvements, insightful devel-
opments and actual tangible useful things, real changes that lead to visible 
and realistic enhancements. If they can be. 
 Expectations vary of course.  
 The perspectives are everything and with 5,800 attending an Irish 
Worldcon, 1,150 of those being from Ireland, twice what we had hoped 
for, one has to be conscious of the big picture, listening of course to the 
valid issues that fans will raise and measuring that in the context of the 
achievement, is important, the time to radio in an immediate change to 



fix something	is	gone,	it’s	now	time	for	a	removed	overview.	
Yet no point in shouting about it now, not that, that, is a common 

sentiment, either at con or afterwards and sure, the overall positivity will 
speak for itself, our people are good people. 

But what to offer the angry shouty man, oh poor pity, be it afeared 
or cowardly, upset or a gobshite. 

Empathy, it is in short order and we must offer it with under-
standing and patience to all fans.  
	 Never	 again	will	 the	Worldcon	be	 in	 Ireland	 for	 the	first	 time,	
next time will be the second time. 

And there will surely be a second time, fans yearn to gather and 
celebrate, to have fun and enjoyment as they have had or heard about, 
and so it will continue, hopes and aspirations, good intentions and bril-
liant Irish creativity will no doubt combine with international Fannish en-
deavour and I’ll get to enjoy it in a differing way, too many people enjoyed 
it, and enjoyed the parts that they helped with, or will enjoy the idea of 
how they can bring more brilliance and betterness to us.

Fandom is an appreciation of the imagination, the story, and won’t 
it be easy to imagine another, now, and create more stories, while we can 
look to the causeway and our celtic cousins beyond and know it is close, 
190 miles close.  

Meanwhile New Zealand, Washington DC, Chicago and Glasgow 
beckon	warmly,	 some	with	 familiarity	 and	 excitement	 filled	memories	
others with the anticipation of what a new venue will bring.  Other years 
have	many	bids,	who	knows	how	that	will	figure	out,	it’s	own	form	of	ex-
citement and entertainment, as a cup is passed to share a drink and wish 
them well. 

And what about Manila and Cape Town, were the hushed words 
around those cities indications of real interest or just scandalous wist-
fulness, the disappointment about the size of Sibenik over a strong drink, 
a ruse perhaps, will Berlin enter the Worldcon bear pit and will Tel Aviv 
fans overcome challenges and be a welcoming beacon of liberalism, ac-
ceptance and diversity. I do know fans can look on now and hope and 
wonder and aspire, and that is no harm, for if Irish Fandom can host a 
Worldcon, and we did, then it is never over. 



Dublin 2019 Photos from Jim Fitzpatrick



Jim Fitzpatrick is a freakin’ legend! He created one of hte most 
iconic images of the 20th Century, the image of Che that was probably 
on your college dorm room wall. Me? I know him from the cover of the 
Thin Lizzy albums from their peak period! Seriously, Black Rose is one of 
my all-time favorite album covers! 

He was one of the featured artists at Dublin, and he designed the 
Hugo base! He so kindly allowed us to use these photos, which I think 
show exactly how good a time he was having at the con!





“It doesn’t matter what you’re looking at - a �in 
Lizzy cover or one of his images of Irish writers. 

You know you’re looking at a Jim Fitzpatrick work, 
and you always know that these are the works of 

another Irish genius.” 
Chris explaining his love of Jim Fitzpatrick’s art at WorldCon. 



Finding Shinganagh: 
A Irish Homecoming

by Chuck Serface

	 As	part	of	Team	Journey	Planet,	 I’ve	been	a	Hugo	finalist	three	
times, and thus I’ve been blessed to attend Worldcon with a golden tick-
et to the best parties, which in turn puts me in touch with those who 
expand	my	knowledge	of	science	fiction	and	comics.			At	Worldcon	77,	
for example, I fell in with an esoteric group devoted to all things Alan 
Moore,	I	encountered	for	the	first	time	the	wonderful	fanzine	Sector	13,	
and rekindled relationships I’d begun at previous conventions, including, 
once again, meeting with the Finnish Chuck Serface himself, Jukka Halme!  
For many, Worldcon represents a homecoming, a family reunion of sorts 
where we connect with others who share our passions while igniting 
new ones.  In Ireland, that homecoming aspect became quite literal for 
me when I reconnected with my biological family in an stunningly unex-
pected way.  
	 The	 process	 began	with	my	mother,	who	 passed	 fifteen	 years	
ago,	and	who	indulged	my	strange	reading	habits	and	flair	for	the	unusual.		
I can remember her picking me up from school when she still drove.  



Invariably, I’d hop into the backseat of our Mercury station wagon and 
greeting me were copies of one or two DC 100-page specials for 60 
cents or the latest issue of Creepy or Eerie.  One of my earliest memo-
ries	involves	sitting	in	her	lap	as	she	read	to	me	the	first	issue	of	Charl-
ton’s Ghost Manor featuring that comic’s host, the butler Mr. Bones.  And 
then a few years later she’d pop the corn we’d consume while watching 
Bob Wilkins on Creature Features.  Mom knew she had a weird kid, and 
she rolled with it.  What more could I want?
	 Although	 not	 born	 in	 Ireland,	 my	 mother	 definitely	 identified	
with	the	Irish.		Her	mother	was	first-generation	American,	and	I’d	heard	
from both how my grandmother’s parents came from Ireland, how my 
great-grandmother died young, how my great-grandfather parked my 
grandmother and her sister in an orphanage in Iowa before heading of 
to South Dakota where he remarried and then was shot by his sec-
ond wife’s ex-husband.  Quite a story, indeed, but one lacking in details 
since my grandmother wasn’t one to reveal much beyond snippets of 
our family past. My mother, though, longed to visit Ireland but never got 
the chance.  I decided to address that issue. Through an online company, 
I ordered special buttons, 4” in diameter, sporting Mom’s high-school 
graduation photo. By wearing that pin, I guaranteed she’d experience 
Ireland at least in spirit.

After Worldcon, I headed west to County Clare, where appar-
ently my ancestors roosted once upon a time. I’d done no research and 
carried absolutely nothing to guide me but old stories and my uncle’s 
middle name – Clare.  Nonetheless, I felt it vitally important to expe-
rience Clare, especially wearing that button. I toured Ennis, a few bits 
of countryside, Limerick, the grave of William Butler Yeats at Drumcliff, 
quite a whirlwind couple of days before moving on to Belfast for Titan-
Con.
	 My	first	night	after	Worldcon,	I	bunked	in	Galway,	finding	a	cheap	
hostel where I could escape the rain, but I couldn’t escape conscious-
ness due to a roommate’s heavy snoring.  Frustrated, I decided to surf 
the Internet for a while.  Up popped a message from a cousin who lives 
in Salinas.  “Hey, Chuck,” she wrote, “Grandma’s dad, Martin, was born 
in a place called Shinganagh, near Claremorris in County Mayo.  He was 
christened as Martin Brett, although Grandma’s maiden name was Britt.”  



I typed “Shinganagh” into the Irish bus schedule but found nothing.  I then 
entered “Claremorris” and, yes, I could be there in about an hour.  I told 
my cousin, “Mission accepted,” and the next morning left for Claremorris.
The bus stopped on the main drag in Claremorris, and I, again, I was oper-
ating with no plan.  I walked into a small hotel and asked the young wom-
an behind the counter, Deirdre, “How do I get to Shinganagh from here?”
 “I’ve lived here all my life and never heard of the place,” she an-
swered.
 “Apparently my ancestor came from there,” I offered.
 “How do you spell the name?”
 I wrote it out for her.  “No, no help there,” she said.
 I thanked her and crossed the street to Phillip’s Men Store, since 
the rain started drumming hard and I needed an umbrella.  I asked Noel 
the haberdasher, “Shinganagh.  How do I get there from here?”
 “Never heard of the place.  Why?”
 “Ancestors come from there, supposedly a town outside Clarem-
orris somewhere.”
 “What’s the family name.”
 “Brett.”
 “Yes, that’s a popular name in these parts, but beyond that, I can’t 
say for sure.  But tell you what.  Walk up the street to the town library, an 
abandoned church -- you can’t miss it. Ask for Thomas, our local history 
nerd.  He’s your man, for sure.”
	 Upon	finding	Thomas,	 I	 repeated	my	 task,	 and	he	 scratched	his	
chin.  He looked up at me over his thick spectacles and said, “Never 
heard of the place.  Which parish, however?”  I, of course, didn’t know.  
He guided me to a table, went away, and returned a few minutes later 
with	Griffith’s	Land	Valuation,”	a	heaping	tome	filled	with	land	valuations	
and	censuses	from	1847	to	1880.		“Most	records	were	destroyed	during	
the Troubles,” he explained. “Many people come looking for background 
information	and	find	no	result.		Don’t	get	your	hopes	up	too	high,	but	I	
hope	you	find	something.”		Five	minutes	later,	there	it	was:	Shinganagh,	not	
a town, but a tenant farm under the Baron of Clanmorris and worked by 
my great-great grandfather, Patrick Brett.
 “May I use your computer, Thomas?”
 “You found it! You found it! You may!”



 Online, I bounced along an Irish history page before shifting to 
Google	 and	 firing	 up	 the	 satellite.	There	 it	 was,	 Shinganagh,	 listed	 as	
an eleven-minute drive outside Claremorris!  I thanked a very excited 
Thomas, and hurried back to the hotel.
 “Dierdre!  I need a taxi!”
 She looked up from her desk.  “You found it.”
 “I think so!  I need a ride.”
 She summoned a local driver, Michael, to whom I explained my 
mission.  The satellite images showed a couple of old barns out in the 
countryside.	I	at	least	should	go	there,	take	photos,	a	couple	of	selfies	to	
show the folks back home, and then he could bring me straight back to 
Claremorris.  Off we went.
 We traveled up a wet, muddy, wheel-rut road running across 
land	filled	with	sheep	looking	miserable	in	the	rain.		Michael	implored	
me to use Google Maps, but my signal was too poor, so I felt along for 
our destination by instinct.  We found the turnoff, and there were the 
barns I’d spotted on the satellite.  I snapped photos, and Michael sug-
gested we drive up a touch more, because he’d noticed a second turnoff.  
Behind hedges, we found a fairly modern house. 
 “Go knock on the door,” Michael commanded.  I did, but there 
was no answer.  We began to drive away, and a car passed us and drove 
behind the house.  Michael swung his taxi around and followed.  We 
pulled up behind the car.
 I got out of the taxi and stood in front of an older gentleman, the 
hood on his raincoat up to protect him from what was now Noah-in-
spiring precipitation.
 “Is this Shinganagh?” I asked.
 His eyebrows raised.  “It is?”
 “I’m Chuck Serface.  Martin Brett was my great-grandfather . . .”
 “I think you’d better come inside.  Pay your man.”
 I paid Michael, taking his card to call for my return back to town.
 Inside, Joe introduced himself and his wife, Mary.  We sat at their 
kitchen table, Mary offered tea or coffee, which I declined.  “How did 
you	find	yourself	here?”	Joe	asked.		I	recounted	stories	of	my	ancestors	
in the United States: Martin the father who abandoned my grandmother 
and later died from gunshot, my great-uncle who after too much drink 



stole a crop duster and then crashed into a barn, another great-uncle 
who started a hobo encampment in what is now Britt, Iowa, and how 
scraps of information from my cousin in Salinas led me to Claremorris.  
My	people	were	farmers,	workers,	definitely	the	downstairs	set	if	we’d	
been on Downton Abbey. I’m fucking proud to say we weren’t any less 
the individuals for our trouble.
	 Joe	nodded,	and	clarified,	“My	last	name	is	Brett,	and	I	figure	we’re	
directly related.”
I morphed into the poster child for verklempt. “Cousins,” I stammered.
Joe nodded again.









For those who did not attend the Dublin Worldcon or for those 
who	did	not	go	to	the	floor	of	the	ODEON	building	where	the	Dublin	
Worldcon Art Show was located or for that unfortunate person whose 
still jet-lagged brain needs a gentle reminder let me describe the scene. 
Inside the ODEON building at the Point Square after climbing the stairs 
or more commonly utilizing the escalator one walked a short distance 
and came to the large set of doors usually propped open during the ac-
tive hours.

Stepping through those doors one saw the Art Show area cor-
doned off and occupying the major portion of a large open space. Di-
rectly in front one saw the entry through the cordon into the Art Show.  
Stepping through that entryway brought one in among some wonderful 

Finding �e Unexpected
F. C Moulton



art pieces, some of which were enhanced by the natural light from the 
windows in the far wall. However this article is not about the Art Show.

If instead of stepping through the Art Show entry one turned to 
their left and walked along one saw a variety of displays ranging from 
Lego sculptures to the famous Duplicator to a station for costume re-
pairs. All interesting however this article is not about those displays and 
stations.

If instead of turning left one had turned to their right and started 
walking one saw a display about creating some aspects of the Dublin 
Worldcon then past a door to a room used for readings and other 
events then one came to a display at the far end. This article is not about 
those things.

This article is about the room I saw when I was at that far end. 
Next to the door into the room was a sign with a WiFi password. I en-
tered the room. There was no fancy furniture; it was furnished simply 
with chairs, a few tables and a couple of sofas. That was all it needed. 
Bring in the corner of the building with a curved rather than square 
corner there was natural light streaming in through the quarter circle of 
windows. There was no one else in the room.  Having experienced the 
crowding and lines for panels this was an unexpected but pleasant situa-
tion. 

I sat down on a sofa and just relaxed for a few minutes. Then I 
tried the WiFi on my tablet. It connected and of course I spent a few 
minutes	checking	my	email.	I	am	not	a	sufficiently	narcissistic	ego-manic	
to	think	the	room	was	configured	exclusively	for	me.	And	regardless	of	
the	scurrilous	and	unfounded	rumors	that	float	about	I	am	not	greedy	
enough	to	keep	such	a	fine	venue	a	secret	although	that	was	a	tempting	
thought.

During the con I mentioned the room to people during our con-
versations.  And on future visits I was not surprised to see others in 
the	room	however	I	think	five	persons	was	the	largest	occupancy	I	saw.	
And usually the room was quiet with people reading their devices, only 
once was someone having a loud phone  conversation and that soon 
concluded.

When I looked at the room I thought that as much as I, and I 
presume a few others, enjoyed it as a place for relaxation it could have 



been used for readings or for small panels and thus reduced some of the 
pressure on other rooms both in ODEON and CCD. In conversation I 
was	told	unofficially	that	there	had	been	some	plans	for	that	room	but	
do the realities of time and people resources these plans never were 
implemented. After I returned home from Ireland I found that the room 
had a name, the Quadrant Lounge. As far as I can determine via word 
search	of	official	Dublin	Worldcon	documents	that	 I	could	find	online	
the only references to the Quadrant Lounge were on the Point Square 
map on the last page of PR5 and on the same map printed on page 20 
of the Pocket Convention Guide. I do not think it was mentioned in the 
newsletters	however	I	could	not	find	those	online	which	is	a	pity	since	
those newsletters had some humorous bits. If it was mentioned else-
where please provide a URL.

I write this article not to criticize the Dublin Worldcon Concom 
since they worked hard and I enjoyed myself and I realize that none of us 

human volunteers can 
produce something as 
complex as a Worldcon 
without a glitch or two.  
I will hold my criticisms 
and suggestions for an-
other time and place.
 Rather I write 
this article to remind 
myself and others that 
sometimes going to 
the end of a corridor 
and looking around can 
lead you to a pleasant 
surprise. So if you are 
ever in a crowded and 
stressful place take a 
look around. I hope you 
find	a	quiet	lounge	with	
free WiFi and a comfy 
sofa.



My Dublin 
Vacation
By Chris





                The restaurant was REALLY good.
                We both had the steak, and it was awesome. They got the whole 
‘Gluten-Free’ AND No Dairy thing, which is so damn rare. It was really 
well made and delicious. They also had a lovely dessert that wasn’t full of 
the glutens!!! This set the trip off in the right direction!
                We also got 8 hours of sleep. When you’re the parent of a pair 
of twins who are often awake in the realm of 3am, it’s an amazing thing 
to	have	a	full	night	sleep,	and	it’s	even	better	when	you’re	about	to	fly	off	
across the world. It was an excellent sign. Oddly, I got about 10 hours, 
but Vanessa stayed up an extra hour or so working on her art. She’s really 
gotten into doing art, starting with the pieces she’s working on for the 
Antique Space issues of all GarciaZines! I love the results, and it’s a big 
part of why I’m so excited for the issues to drop in December!
             We got up and made our way to the free breakfast. There wasn’t 
a lot of stuff for the Gluten-free/Dairy-free set, but there was sausage 
and they had gluten-free bread you could ask for, but still, not much. We 
ate quickly and made our way to the front desk and the shuttle to the 
airport.



Let’s Start
                We got to the airport and through all the security with about 
three hours left until we had to climb into the hurtling cylinder. We had 
a lot of baggage. We set them down, and each of us took some time to 
explore,	looking	for	food,	and	finding	very	little.	I	did	enjoy	looking	at	the	
Airport Art, which is something I love doing in just about every place I 
go. There was some cool stuff, some of it was much like the stuff I love 
in	the	ceramics	area	of	the	Anderson	Collection,	specifically	the	work	of	
Richard Shaw, which I guess makes sense as the work that was closest to 
the gate we were waiting at happened to be by Richard Shaw. This was 
a	good	thing,	since	flying	REALLY	makes	me	pretty	nervous.	Of	course,	
having Vanessa around helps me get a little more comfortable.

Vanessa	decided	to	find	herself	a	little	corner	to	sit	and	draw.	
Of course, she does so in a space that is 100% aesthetically interesting 
when I decided to take a picture or two. She’s wonderful like that. She’s 
wonderful in a lot of directions!
                I read a little bit, but mostly I listened to my podcasts. It was 
a Sunday, so I was listening to a backlog, and since I no longer had a 
commute, I was WAY backed-up. I started with True Crime Garage, and 
followed that up with an episode of Last Podcast on the Left. It was a re-
ally very true crime way of starting my trip. A trip that would end… in 
murder!
                OK, not in murder, but it just felt right to slot that in.
                We boarded early. I was starting to get the return of my 
foot pain that always seems to accompany going to a con. We took our 
seats for leg number one – SFO to Boston Logan. I hadn’t been back to 
Logan in 18 years, and I kinda miss Boston, but I’ve also heard that it’s a 
completely different city now. Durgin Park, my favorite restaurant in the 
city, and one of my all-time favorites, closed this year, after more than a 
hundred years. Charlie’s is still there, but the Japanese restaurant, where 
I hung out with a bunch of Russians watching Sumo, pro wrestling, and 
other great stuff on Friday nights, has been gone for more than a decade 
and a half, which may be a good thing as the Boston Marathon bombers 
set up one of the devices in the front of where it used to be.

The	flight	was	mostly	me	listening	to	podcasts,	and	Vanessa	



enjoying her phone’s audiobooks. We were on separate sides of a per-
son in the middle. She was super-asleep, so it wasn’t a big deal, and we 
enjoyed a TERRIBLE gluten-free meal. I mean, it was basically a cheese 
and meats plates, with a small salad and a roll. The roll was excellent, but 
everything else was garbage. I guess it is to be expected.
                Me? Listened to True Crime All the Time, and then a quite 
long episode of The 13th Hour, which is a wonderfully home-grown 
podcast done by two 40-something Goths, one of whom is an excep-
tionally good writer. I think I may have met Tom from the show at a 
Convergence in the late 90s, but how could I ever remember that far 
back? There was no social media to allow me to keep reminders! The 
episode was on NXIVM, the cult that was known for attracting young 



actors and actresses, and also for being a sex cult and branding women. 
Someday, I’ll write an issue of Claims Department about Cults, which will 
take a LONG time and a bunch of research, and some investigation into 
Science	fiction	fandom	segments	as	cult-like	scenarios.
                Someday.
                I also spent a lot of time playing the Texas Hold’em game on 
the	seat-back	in-flight	system,	along	with	a	few	other	games	as	well.	 It	
was a fun way to pass the time.
                Listening to NXIVM made me think of all the other cults 
and cult-like things that are out there, and that led me to consider the 
charismatic leader, and that led me to remember that I had scanned the 
list	of	in-flight	options	and	found	that	there	was	the	documentary	about	
Elizabeth Holmes and the company Theranos. That would make a nice 
compliment to the podcasts, and I started in with about an hour left in 
the	flight.	That	wasn’t	ideal,	but	I	watched	it	and	it	was	as	good	as	the	first	
time I saw it. There was even footage from the Computer History Mu-
seum, and though there was nothing from the tour I gave her one brisk 
September afternoon, it was a reminder that I am still EXCEPTIONALLY 
bitter.
                Exceptionally.

We	landed	and	had	a	full	20	minutes	to	make	our	next	flight.	
I should have been limbering up to make the run, knowing that Logan is 
an airport that covers an area roughly the size of Rhode Hampshire. We 
landed	and	disembarked,	only	to	find	out	that	our	next	gate	was	right	
next door, and we were cleared for pre-boarding.
                It would have been nice to get to the bathroom, but we were 
seated directly across from the bathrooms, it made popping in very easy. 
We had one of those planes where the seats were two together, then 
an aisle, then 4 seats together, then an aisle, then two more seats. We 
got to sit next to each other! That’s always nice, and when there’s really 
bad turbulence, it’s a lifesaver for me. Luckily, there was none this trip. As 
soon as I sat down, I re-started the Theranos documentary, and Vanessa 
kept looking over and asking me what was going on. I did my best to 
keep her up, but then she simply started it on her own screen, while I 
went back into my podcasts. There was a cooking challenge show, which I 
could easily watch without the sound so that I could listen to My Favorite 



Murder and Slums of Film History. It’s a great doc that looks at how Eliza-
beth Holmes could build a massively over-valued company on the basis 
of a technology that did not exist. It’s an excellent example of what to 
do if you’re a burgeoning cult leader, but more interested in developing a 
fortune and not leading people into mass suicide.

As	we	were	getting	in	on	the	flight,	I	noticed	Rick	Kovalchek	
getting himself all set-up in First Class. That was followed closely by Tam-
my Coxon (no relation to John “The Rock” Coxon) who came over and 
chatted with us a bit before we headed off to the skies!
                We enjoyed that, and I went back to playing games on the 
seatback and listening to the podcasts. Vanessa went back to sleep, and 
the	six	hours	of	the	flight	went	by	pretty	quick.	That’s	such	a	nice	change	
from	my	typical	flight	which	 is	½	roller	coaster	ride	and	½	boredom	
training. It was nice to have the latter as the focus on this trip, and I even 
got a little reading done, in this case, I read a Space Cabby story from 
Mysteries in Space, a collection of 1950s and 60s SciFi comics from DC. 
It’s another reading for an upcoming issue of The Drink Tank.
                We landed, uneventfully, and there was only a quite brief view 
of Ireland before we landed, and that was mostly green, which makes 
sense, I mean everyone knows that Ireland is entirely green, right? It was 
a nice intro, and we managed to make our way through Customs in an 
hour or so and headed off to the Maldron Hotel on Pearse street. This 
was an excellent hotel, especially with the fact that it was within easy 
walking distance of the convention center. We dropped our stuff off and 
then instantly headed off to the Convention Center. James Bacon, the 
Con	Chair,	had	summoned	us	to	visit	him	in	the	Chairman’s	office!	As	we	
walked along, we crossed the Liffey river, which sadly contained no dol-
phins. On the Samuel Beckett Bridge, we ran into Andy Trembley, Kevin 
Roche, Ric and Debbie Bretschneider, and Linda Wenzelburger. We chat-
ted for a few minutes, and then continued to visit James as he was bade 
us.	It	was	all	official	and	stuff.	Vanessa	and	I	enjoyed	chatting,	and	the	mag-
nificent	Esther	MacCallum-Stewart	was	there	too.	James	already	had	fre-
quent	questions	flying	at	him.	We	chatted,	we	made	jokes,	and	James	gave	
me the	first	official	ribbon	of	the	con:	Past	Hugo	Winner.	It	was	a	good	
note to start things out on. James took us on a tour of the convention 
center, which was a very nice, incredibly modern location. James seemed 



a bit worried about how 
it would be received, but 
there haven’t been many 
CCs that felt as up-to-
date that we have had a 
WorldCon at, so it had 
that goin for them.
                We were hungry, 
and I was sleepy.
                Vanessa hadn’t 
really had much to eat 
since we woke up, and I 
am always down to eat. 
We headed into Tem-
ple Bar, which is basically 
Fisherman’s Wharf off to 
the side of the Liffey River. 
It wasn’t a long walk, but I 
was dragging. We stopped 
along the way at Books Upstairs, a lovely little bookstore that wasn’t 
particularly busy, but it was the downstairs that did it for me. There, on 
a spinner rack, was a selection of Irish Radical zines and books. That did 
it for me. I didn’t buy any, I was perpetually worried about having to lug 
stuff back across the waters, but I read a couple that were really really 
good reading! I love these little things.
                We walked past the Hard Rock Café. I really wanted to go there, 
but alas, not this time. Instead, we headed to the heart of the Temple Bar 
district, we walked by an Indian place called Sitar. In a strange coinci-
dence, it was the exact same name and the exact same font as the place 
called Sitar in Santa Cruz. We got a seat, and we looked at the menu.

The	first	thing	is	that	this	place felt	like	your	average Indian	
place around Mountain View. It was modernish, it had a few photos and 
an actual sitar on the wall. The tables were small, and the chairs barely 
fell in the comfy category. We were exhausted, and Vanessa was starving, 
and so, we ate.
                Me – Chicken Korma.
                Vanessa – Lamb Bhuna.



                Boo-ya! The Korma was not at all spicy, which is a change from 
the	 typical	 around	my	 homeworld.	 It	was	 incredibly	 flavorful	 and	 the	
meat was perfect! Vanessa was incredibly happy with the Bhuna, which 
is something she never had before. I liked it, and she only gave me a tiny 
taste! It was perfectly spicy, and the lamb is phenomenal! All the lamb I 
had in Ireland was amazing! I could not get enough!

And	such	a	magnificent	lunch	re-energized	me!	It	brought	me	
so much new power that I had to immediately get into my hotel room 
and go directly to sleep! It was 3pm. I needed it. I went down and slept, 
while Vanessa stayed up and… well, I don’t know. I was asleep. Vanessa 
apparently	 tried	 to	wake	me	up	around	5pm,	but	 I	only	briefly	 rolled	
over and said, “no” before rolling back over and going to sleep. I woke 
up around	7,	and	Vanessa	was	up	and	chomping	at	the	bit	to	get	out	and	
into the world. We had the itch to get into the city, and there was also a 
get-together with a bunch of the folks who were already around at the 
lovely Hilton Garden Inn, just right across the street from the Conven-
tion Center. James, Emma King, Esther, Dave Gallaher, Spring Schoenhuth, 
Dave Clark, and a bunch of others were hanging around. We got a pint 
of cider each, and then we sat down to dinner. The Gluten-Free + Dairy-
Free options were… well, a single offering. I had the Chicken Wings.
                O
                M
                G
             The wings. My ghod. The wings. I’m a guy who enjoys the sauce 
on the side. The typical method of soaking the wings in sauce is just too 
messy, and usually leads to me getting sauce in my eyes. Here, there was 
exactly enough sauce to give them a bit of a coating, but not so much 
that it was dripping. The key here was the coating they put on the wings 
themselves that really made it amazing. It was medium-spicy, but super 
crispy,	and	the	sauce	really	highlighted	and	enhanced	the	flavors.	People	
flew	by	a	few	times,	but	mostly	we	ate,	drank	our	cider,	and	enjoyed	a	few	
moments together as a couple. We were visited it Chris Rose and Helen 
Montgomery, which is always pleasant!
           We walked back to the hotel, and again, I slept. Vanessa followed 
a little bit later, apparently. It was a good day, considering the amount of 
time we spent either in the air or sleeping, or just starving.



A Second Helping of a Day
            
 Ten hours of sleep. That’s what we managed. It was amazing! We 
woke up slowly and headed over to the Maldron’s breakfast buffet. The 
first	thing	that	was	great	about	eating	in	Ireland	is	that	they	all	have	to	list	
the allergens in the food they serve! This is good in that it lets you know 
at a glance what you can have, but at the same time, it also makes them 
a	bit	less	likely	to	try	and	fiddle	with	things	to	make	something	you	can	
eat. Say la Vee. The breakfast had a lot of good stuff, the most important, 



Bacon. That thick, meaty bacon that is slightly inferior to American ba-
con, but still quite good. They had almost nothing else that would be 
both gluten and dairy free, but I noticed a sign that said you could ask 
for gluten-free porridge or toast. We did that, and it was awesome! 
The oats were made with water, which meant that Vanessa could eat 
‘em, and in my eyes, the gluten-free toast was some of the best I’d 
ever had, and an excellent vehicle for the delivery of marmalade and 
raspberry jam. I was quite happy.

There was a spin-
ning rack in the lobby that 
had a ton of cards hanging 
for various tourist attrac-
tions. There were two that 
jumped out at me. The 
first	was	 the	Nation	Mu-
seum of Decorative Arts 
& History. This was exact-
ly the kind of place that I 
love to go and check out. 
The second was the Mu-
seum of Irish Rock ‘n Roll. 
That’s my kind of place! 
The National Museum 
opened	up	first,	so	we	headed	out	that	way.	It	was	a	smart	move	since	it	
was	significantly	far-out.	Along	the	way,	we	found	Forbidden	Planet,	the	
comic shop, and did a wander around there. We didn’t buy anything, but 
we saw a lot of stuff that we damn near picked up then and there!
  We walked to the Museum, and it was housed in a GIANT former 
fortress, I think technically a barracks. We walked around, choosing the 
path	through	the	decorative	arts	part	of	the	museum.	The	first	section	
was OK, but then we got to the Visible Storage area, which was amazing! I 
love visible storage, and here they had out the perfect kind of objects for 
such an area; pretty stuff. There were drawers, there were simple racks, it 
was great! I loved it, and I spent a ton of time looking at the various items 
in storage. As we moved on, there were exhibits on Irish Silver work, 
Irish Currency, and a Curator’s Choice area that was nice. There were 
two	fashion	exhibits	that	I	loved.	The	first	was	about	the	last	200	years	





They’re always wonderful to run into, and we spent about twenty min-
utes chatting. As I always try to do, I mentioned that Rich should start 
writing his History of Fandom in the 1960s. His outline is AMAZING!!!

 After that, we walked back towards the Convention Center. Not 
to the Convention Center, but towards the Convention Center. Vanessa 
wanted to go craft and art shopping. We walked along the more residen-
tial parts of Dublin, and it was a nice city feeling, but the really interesting 
thing	was	the	stuff	tucked	into	little	corners.	The	first	one	we	found	was	
KW Evans, an art supply store for artists, run by artists! Vanessa was 
sucked in to the pens and inks and paper, while I was all about the Lino 
stuff that I thought I could play with along with the boys. Vanessa bought 
some pens and a really nice notebook, I bought nothing. It was a good 
level of purchasing!

Back on the road, a few streets over, we came across an Antique 
store. There were a ton of cameras, still and movie cameras, in the front 
window, and it was AWESOME! Walking through, it was like any antique 
shop back home, with tons of cassette tapes and VHS, a few typewriters, 
a couple of stacks of books that I found to be entirely 1950s spy novels. 
It was an interesting shop, but only that Antique Shops are the same all 
over the world!
                We made it back towards Temple Bar, and we were hungry. I 
wanted Irish food. Vanessa wanted sitting down food. These two things 
were compatible by going to The Brazen Head, apparently the oldest 
Pub in Ireland. The place that stood was from the Tudor period, I think, 
or at least it looked like it. The better thing was it had a large courtyard 
that was open to smokers, but there was a covered area that was not. I 
had forgotten what it was like to have a smoking section! We sat down, 
ordered a pint of cider each, and then some delightful Irish Stew.
                Now, there’s a philosophical divide on Irish Stew that Vanessa 
and I fall on different sides of. I like my Irish Stew less soupy, and the lamb 
to taste strongly of lamb. Vanessa likes it thinner, more vegetal, and the 
meat	to	be	less	strong	in	flavor.	This	one	kinda	went	exactly	between	us.	
It was soup-like, with large vegetable chunks, but the meat tasted like the 
tastiest lamb ever! I loved it, but Vanessa didn’t’ eat much of it, still largely 
full from Breakfast!
                We headed back to the hotel because we were planning 



on meeting with Alissa, the 
wonderful co-editor of The 
Drink Tank, and Andrew, her 
new boyfriend! I was happy 
to get a few minutes to lay 
down and get a shower be-
cause my foot was hurting 
again. The shower was one 
of those weird half-glassed 
boxes that I have only en-
countered in the UK and 
Ireland. That’s a thing, as it 
doesn’t really prevent all 
the water from escaping on 
to	the	floor.	Still,	the	water	
was hot, the pressure good, 
and overall, I felt a lot bet-
ter!
 Alissa and Andrew 
had a car! They came and 

picked us up, and we headed over to another part of town, right next 
to	St.	Stephen’s	Green.	The	first	places	we	were	going	to	was	LUSH,	a	
beauty shop where Vanessa was looking for hair stuff. We found a park-
ing space, and then, as we walked, I saw it. It was a neon sign. It was a 
neon sign of a Lucha mask! This ended up being a burrito place called 
Pablo Picante, and one that provided California-style burritos! I was so 
very much interested in eating there, but the place was sorta out of the 
way, so I let it go, simply taking a picture for the Instagram feed and then 
we headed off for a little shopping and walking around.
                I had never Andrew, and he was a lot of fun. Walking around 
the city, it was a delightfully walkable portion, though there were a bunch 
of twisty little passages, all alike. Vanessa was always trying to get us to go 
down dark and seedy alleys, and I steered her away, but we did go down 
a few and found a few impressive little shops and posters. I love that. 
We headed to a pub, because Vanessa really wanted a pint, and I really 
wanted to sit down before we headed to dinner. As we turned down a 



far-from dark and seedy alley, it was staring at me. A statue of the great 
Irishman who ever lived –
                Phil Lynett.

If	the	name	does	not	fill	you	with	the	most	amazing	of	joys,	
then here is what you need to know. Phil was the bassist, singer, and 
primary songwriter for the greatest of all Irish Rock bands – Thin Lizzy. 
Now, there are three other groups I would put into the chase for great-
est Irish band (The Clancy Brothers, The Dubliners, and Clannad), but I 
can’t think of one that rocks as hard, and produced such amazing albums. 
I have spoken of the documentary From a Whisper to a Scream: The History 
of Irish Rock before, but now I am recommending it again! Such a great 
story,	and	one	that	fully	influenced	my	visit	to	Dublin.
                So anyways, I hugged the statue.

 Yes, I literally 
jumped and gave the stat-
ue a huge hug. The older 
Irish fellows at the pub 
next door were quite ap-
preciative of the love. He 
was standing there with 
an actual bass at his side. It 
was amazing, and we found 
a lovely little pub right 
across the way where we 
sat, enjoyed a pint, and talk-
ed.	Things	are	always	in	flux,	
and getting to know the 
whackiness that is Andrew 
was lovely. We informed 
them that if both Vanessa 
and I are killed, probably 
in an assault on Boulder 
Creek by some sort of Mi-
litia, or an attack on a cult 
we might start, they will 
have to take custody of our 



children. We chatted and chatter, laughed and loved, and it is always amaz-
ing to have Alissa around. She’s basically Vanessa’s brain in another body! 
Can’t go wrong with that.
                After the pint, we headed into St. Stephen’s Green, a lovely 
park in the middle of Dublin. And as soon as we were three steps into 
the park… we were booted out. They clear the park at night, and it was 
starting to get a little dark. It was probably a good thing, as we were close 
to our dinner reservation, so we walked across the city to Temple Bar, 
again, for Indian, again.
                And I was SO HAPPY!!!
                Now, devotees will know that I didn’t used to like Indian food, 
but have come to love it so much. I had discovered a place called Alee-
na that sounded really good. We got there, though we walked by a guy 
dressed as St. Patrick who was hawking a Catholic-themed walking tour 
of Dublin. That’s a niche tour, I think. We walked in and they had no idea 
we had a reservation. This was OK, though, because the place was nearly 
empty and they sat us right by the kitchen. We ordered wine, which for 
me and meals is incredibly rare.
                Here, I should mention my relationship with alcohol at the 
moment. I try not to drink. There’s no good reason, but for the last few 
years, I haven’t been drinking much at all. I’m not completely off the sauce, 
but I try not to drink. At WorldCon last year, I only drank one night, after 
the Masquerade, when I DEFINITELY needed a drink! I did share a tip 
with Joel Philips that night too, but it was quite slight. So, Dublin saw me 
drinking a LOT more than I had for the last few years. I tried to keep 
myself to one drink a day, especially since I’m also trying to not drink any 
Coke either, and usually I drink water with dinner, but the water in Dub-
lin wasn’t great, so I stuck with Cider, for the most part, except for this 
time, when I had a glass of red wine with my Beef Korma.
                Wait, BEEF KORMA???
                You see, this was a Halal Indian place, and thus they had Beef, 
unlike nearly all the Indian places near me. Adrew got the Chicken Kor-
ma, Alissa got the Biriyani, I think, and Vanessa? The Lamb Bhuna. We sat 
and chattered and chattered and chattered, and it was a wonderful time. 
Alissa and Andrew (AlDrew? AndLissa? The LoveBirdlings?) are adorable, 
and seem like they’re 100% meant for each other! They were adorable 



in a way that completely reminded me of the early days of Vanessa and 
I, and I can’t think of any better thing for two humans I adore to get to 
be a part of!
                We ate, and were very full, but we had to walk back across 
Temple Bar and St. Stephen’s Green to make it to the car, but along the 
way, we stopped to get a picture at…
                HUGO’S.
                Now, in a strange coincidence, I’d run a photo of Hugo’s in 
one of the Handicapping the Hugos issues in the late 2000s. It looked 
awesome, but we had already eaten and there was a pub down the way. 
It was called Foley’s. It was the kind of place that reminded me of Murphy 
Street in Sunnyvale. Loud-ish, a lot of regulars, a bunch of empty tables, 
but still a feeling of a community that basically calls the place home. It 
was a nice time, and memorable as well. I was exhausted, though. I don’t 
know if it was the return of the trip’s sleeplessness, or basically that my 
body wanted to take advantage of the fact that a four year old with extra 
pointy elbows wouldn’t be climbing on me to wake me up in the middle 
of the night.
                And thus, we headed home.



A Third of Dublin
        
        Wednesday. It was going to be a day of touristing with our dear 
friend, the King of Men, Chuck Surface, aka the American Jukka Halme. 
We grabbed breakfast after almost 9 hours of uninterrupted sleep, and 
as we were leaving, we ran into Chuck. Chuck mentioned that Ric and 
Debbie Bretschneider would be joining us for our trip to Trinity College 
and a viewing of The Book of Kells! We sat and chatted with Chuck, and 
was lovely catching up. It may not shock you, but I’m kinda isolated up in 
the mountains of Boulder Creek. It’s not just the fact that we’re in the 
mountains, but it’s just Vanessa and Me taking care of those two miniature 
monsters, and they are like having four kids running around the house, so 
I don’t get out much, and after I was laid off, (and I’m still EXCEPTION-
ALLY	bitter	about	it!)	it	was	even	more	isolating.	Luckily,	we	got	a	re-fill	
with folks on this trip, thought not nearly as much as I’d have liked. It was 
great talking with Chuck, and then Ric and Debbie joined us, and I haven’t 
seen them in ages! It’s always nice to spend a little time.



                We grabbed a cab and headed over to Trinity Library. It’s a 
beautiful campus which serves as a tourist attraction. This must be an-
noying to the students. I went to Emerson, right on the corner of the 
Boston	Common,	and	 that	was	often	difficult	with	all	 the	 tourist,	 and	
occasional Duck Boats, that would swarm us. There were THOUSANDS 
of people swarming the courtyard, and that must be annoying. We ran 
into Allen Baum, a wonderful human being who is also a volunteer at 
the	Computer	History	Museum,	and	a	significant	figure	in	the	history	of	
Apple. He’s also a fan and a great guy. We chatted, but he was on a guided 
tour and we were just walkin’ around. We found a wonderful globe-like 
statue, which was Sfera con Sfera by Arnoldo Pomodoro. It’s a wonderful 
piece, and there are many like it, most notably in the UN Plaza in NYC. 
It’s a sort of sphere that has cut-outs that give it the feeling of some sort 
of internal workings. Vanessa got a bunch of pictures, and Chuck and I 
headed around the side to look at the building alongside. When Vanessa 
joined us, she was marveled by the rosettes and other architectural ele-
ments that didn’t seem to be repeated at all! She took a ton of pictures!



                We had tickets for a noon tour, so we headed over to our 
waiting area, which meant we got to skip the line that those without res-
ervations waited in. While we were walking by, we ran into Vanessa’s dear 
friend Tofa! It’s always a good thing to run into her and her boyfriend 
Mac. We chatted for a while, and I noticed Ursula Vernor, Hugo winner 
and amazing artist, in line waiting to get in. After a brief talking, we head-
ed over to our holding area.
                Waiting in line, a group of young folks came over, one of whom 
was wearing a lovely pair of space-shoes. I loved those. There was a 
young woman directly across from me and noticed that she had a Hugo 
nominee pin!
                “Are you a Hugo nominee?” I asked.
                “Yes,” she responded, “Best Fan Artist.”
                “So are we!” I said, “Best Fanzine!”
                It turned out that it was Fan Artist Grace Fong, whose work I 
really enjoy, and who let us run an image from her. We chatted a bit, and 



it was a lot of fun, but it was brief as we were ushered into the Trinity 
Library exhibition on the Book of Kells.
                Basically, the Book of Kells is a beautifully illustrated version of 
the	first	four	books	of	the	New	Testament	with	a	little	bit	of	other	stuff.	
The illustrations are lovely, and form a lot of what I think about as ‘Irish’ 
imagery. There were a bunch of other illustrated manuscripts around, in-
cluding a beautiful Ethiopian text that I wish I had spent more time star-
ing at. Tofa managed to get in at the same time, despite waiting in a much 
much much longer line. Vanessa and Tofa spent a LONG time looking at 
a display of the materials that the writers and illustrators used to create 
the Book of Kells. This was a really neat little display, and while I spent 
my looking at the various other books, they were completely drawn in!
                The Book of Kells itself? A little underwhelming. You only got 
to see two pages at a time from two of the codexes, but the ones they 
chose had little illustration. They turn the pages every couple of months, 
so you’re gonna get a different view from time to time, but this set was 
only OK.
                After you walk through the Book of Kells room, you head 
upstairs	to	the	Long	Library,	but	first,	above	the	stairs,	there	were	sev-
eral pieces of incredible embroidery based on images from the Book of 
Kells! It was quite amazing to see them, but the way they were displayed 
made	it	difficult	to	see	them	well.	I	actually	think	they	did	it	on	purpose,	
because they offered posters and postcard of them in the gift shop!
																After	you	went	up	the	stairs,	there	was	the	first	portion	of	
the	Long	Library,	and	the	first	think	that	hits	you	is	the	smell.	Back	in	the	
dim-dark past of the Computer History Museum (before they laid me 
off and made me EXTREMELY bitter), one of the most commented on 
things was the fact that you could smell the old electronic components. 
This smell of books that are hundreds of years old hits you and you 
know you’re in the kind of library that folks like James Joyce and W.B. 
Yeats would have been experiencing.
                Of course, Trinity is having a preservation problem, and there’s 
a big campaign to get the old books preserved. That’s a good thing, I 
think, so long as they also maintain the originals in the library.
                The biggest thing is as you walk into the Long Library and 
discover that there is a massive room lined with the shelves of books 





that go up at least thirty feet. There were so many ladders that I began 
thinking about all those scholars who must have fallen in the late-night 
hours of their research phases. The biggest library hall I’ve ever been in 
and it’s over-whelming. One of the things is that as the end-cap for each 
shelving unit is a bust of a famed academic or philosopher. They’re all 
out of white marble, and since they’re all at least somewhat white men, 
it seems appropriate. About 2/3 of the way down the long hall, there 
are a few other exhibits, notably an original copy of the Proclamation 
of the Provisional Republic of the Irish People. The six men who were 
signatories, James Connolly, Joseph Plunkett, Eamonn Ceannt, Thomas 
Clarke, Sean Mac Diarmada, Thomas MacDonagh, and Padraig Pearse, are 
names that are all over Dublin, including the street that our hotel was 
on!	He	was	actually	the	one	who	first	read	the	Proclamation.	I	knew	a	
little	about	James	Connolly	because	of	the	Black	47	song	James	Connolly,	
with the chorus “My name is James Connolly, an’ I dinna come here to 
die,	but	to	fight	for	the	rights	of	the	working	man,	the	small	farmer	too,	
to protect the Proletariat from the bosses and his screws, so hold on 
to	rifles	boys,	and	don’t	give	up	your	dreams,	a	Republic	for	the	working	
class, economic, liberty.”
                Yeah.
                I spent a lot of time looking it over, actually reading almost 
all of it. Next to that was a lovely and very old harp. There were other 
things, but those two things alone made the entire trip worth it. It was 
such an over-whelming room, and it was both the sight and smell of the 
place that was incredible, speaking far more of the past, of the history, of 
the importance of place and experience.
                As we were walking back through to collect Chuck, who was 
soaking in the library as much as a human could, I saw Rob Jackson! Rob’s 
great people and I was happy to see him, but didn’t get a chance to chat, 
as we had to head out into the world! There was stuff to be did!
                As we left, we walked over to the small museum of Zoology. 
It was basically a whole bunch of stuffed animals, and included what is 
thought to be the last Great Auk in Ireland. That’s a big deal, and in such 
a kinda dinky place, it was strange, but you got to get as close as a single 
pane of glass will allow! They did have a bunch of stuff you could touch, 
notably a Narwhal’s horn! Woohoo! Vanessa was thrilled by the place, 





and her favorite, and one of mine, was the oldest object. A bat, preserved 
for more than 400 years, in white wine.
                Now, let’s think about that for a minute. 400 years ago would 
be 1619, or so. That was before the knowledge of DNA. The knowledge 
of heredity. The knowledge of modern taxonomy. It was preserved in 
white wine, which should have actually broken it down, but I’m guessing 
that the higher alcohol content allowed it to preserve the bat, in at least 
a better than decent form.
                We left and headed off to Thai Orchid for lunch. I love Thai, and 
this was really pretty good. I’m not 100% sure what I had. I’m thinking it 
was a red curry, as that’s my usual, but I’m not sure. Honestly, it wasn’t 
amazing, but I also don’t remember hating it, so there’s at least that.
                We ran off to the Convention Center to hang out with folks. 
Alissa and Andrew met us there, and we grabbed our badges for the 
con. We started running into people, most notably Lynette Howell, Es-
ther, John Anglemark, and most importantly, John “The Rock” Coxon and 
Espana Sheriff. We were planning on getting dinner with them, but we 
hung out and enjoyed delightful chatting. It’s always a good thing to get 
to spend time with ‘em! We ran into Liz Batty, and later Andrew Hogg, 
who are both wonderful amzing people. I mean really. Seriously. Those 
two. Yeah!
                John and Espana were off to a pub crawl in honor of Martin 
Hoare. Martin had died a week or so prior, and he was a good guy. We 
had at least one lively conversation which mentioned both Mick McMa-
nus and Jacky Pallo. I wasn’t in for going out drinking, so we headed back 
to the hotel again. I got me another shower, and it helped loosen up 
my foot. The three ibuprofens also probably helped as well. I was tired, 
though more a long-term tired than a ‘I’ve been doing so much today!’ 
kind of tired. I worked a bit on my article about John Hodgman’s piece on 
Napoleon’s Moon Landing, but mostly, I just sat around until 8pm, when 
we headed to the lobby and were met by John and Espana.
                We grabbed a cab. My foot thanked us for that.
                We hopped in and headed off to Temple Bar. Yes, we were tour-
ists in a tourist part of town, and I feel no shame. Where did we go? Sitar.
                They were busy, but we got a table right by the kitchen. The 
place was packed, but it wasn’t hopping like a really busy Indian place 



back home. We all kinda switched it up. I had Lamb Korma with rice, and 
popadom, while Vanessa again had the Bhuna. Espana had food. As did 
John. I didn’t eat their food, so I’m not 100% certain. I know they had 
Naan. And curry. We all had curry. ALL OF US!!!
                This time, I came to understand why the food there was so 
good! It was not merely the weight of the spicing, but the method of 
cooking. High-quality lamb, and not over-cooking. You see, most Indian 
places around these parts cook to full tenderness. At Sitar, and also at 
Aleena, they cooked it not quite to that point, and thus not stewed, but 
still holding a bit of a bite to them. That was awesome, and I really en-
joyed it far more than most that I’ve had.
                We left, waddled largely, and headed home, walking along the 
way. We passed a construction site that had a big sign saying “John Paul 
Construction”. I sent a photo of it to my Mom, who showed it to John-
Paul, my eldest Penguin, who responded “I showed it to JohnPaul who 
said he didn’t remember constructing anything.”
                That’s my boy.
                We headed back, with the con looming the following morning. 
It was a good night for an early bedtime, and then the sprint that is a 
WorldCon!



 The Art of the Con!

               I woke up super-early, as is often the case. I had a panel at 
something like 44:30, but I had convinced the con to give me a press 
pass to cover various things. I left Vanessa sleeping, because if there’s a 
woman in the world who deserves as much sleep as she can gather, it’s 
Nessa. I headed in at 9am and took a seat. There were a few bloggers, and 
a few legit journalists! One of whom was from a Dublin paper, not the 
Irish Times, though I believe they had someone covering the con as well. 
There were the Guests of Honor, along with James Bacon, our Chairman. 
I was sitting with Juan Sanmiguel, one of my favorite people, and whose 
words have showed up in these pages a few times. The Guests that were 
there	 at	 first?	Diane	Duane,	Ginjer	 Buchanan,	 Ian	McDonald,	 and	 Bill	
and Mary Burns. Steve Jackson, the games designer and an incredibly fun 
human, showed up late.
                They all did their intros, starting with James who gave the in-
tro	to	the	entire	thing.	He	fielded	a	question	from	an	Irish	reporter,	and	
they exchanged some words in Irish. I’ve only vaguely heard the language 
before, and I’m not 100% I heard any of it being spoken on the streets of 
Dublin.  After that, he scurried off into the world to run the con. There 
were intros, and that took up a little time, but then they opened it up to 
the	floor.
                No one asked the guests a question, so I knew that I had to 
throw	a	softball	question	–	When	did	you	first	encounter	fandom.
                That got things rolling!
                They all told their stories, with Ginjer talking about the 1960s 
in Pittsburgh fandom, and then about the 1968 BayCon, which is where 
my	family	first	became	involved.	Hearing	Bill	and	Mary’s	story	of	meeting	
and getting married at WorldCons were wonderful.
                But Bill also mentioned something amazing.
                He mentioned that the group he was involved in around Bir-
mingham	had	created	a	series	of	fan	films.	These	still	exist,	though	in	the	
form of transfers to VHS, and one of the reporters who was there really 
wanted	to	get	them	and	fix	‘em	up.	I	am	all	for	that!
                After that, Vanessa showed up, and we ran into Chuck. That 
was nice, as we spend time chatting in the Green Room. We didn’t grab 



lunch. That’s right, we did not grab food. Make a 
note of that. Instead, we wandered the exhibits, 
which included many of James Shields’ beautiful 
Lego works. The one of the Millenium Falcon 
was wonderful and I sent it to the boys. We 
headed up the Green Room, where we hung 
out for a bit, but after that, Vanessa and Chuck 
headed off, Vanessa to work at the Locus table, 
Chuck to put a hurt on the Dealer’s Room. I 
did	my	first	program	item	–	Computer	History	
Museum Presentation.
                Yes, I did it, and yes, I’m still EXTREME-
LY bitter!
                I basically told a few stories about 
impressive	folks	who	were	also	Science	fiction	
fans, like John Pierce, Max Mathews, and Mar-
vin Minsky. I also told a bunch of stories about 
Charles Babbage. The most amazing part wasn’t 
my presentation, but the fact that the room, a 
250-seat movie theatre, was jam-packed. That 
NEVER happens! It was a fun thing, and after 
the hour, I was free until the next morning, 
which meant that I could head up to Martin’s 
Bar. Named after Martin Hoare, it was the main 
fannish gathering point for the con. We took 
a seat on one of the couches and ended up 
gathering a ton of people, notably Moshe Feder, 
the Lynches, and eventually Mark Banana (aka 
Mark Plummer) and Claire Wings (aka Brialey) 
who	sat	down	and	I	finally	got	a	chance	to	in-
troduce Vanessa to ‘em! It had been a LONG 
time since I’d seen ‘em, since at least 2013. Rob 
Jackson swung by, and it was time for dinner, 
but it was also late, so we tried three places 
and they were all closed, until we got to Ed-
die Rocket’s, which is basically Johnny Rockets 



without	the	whimsy.	They	would	only	serve	us	take-away,	which	was	fine,	
as	we	gathered	our	stuff	and	headed	off,	but	first	we	ran	into	Rich	Coad.	
Rich lives about 2 hours north of us, but we had to go to Dublin to ac-
tually run into him!
                We headed back to the Hotel pretty late, and as always, I had 
a big morning, followed by a bigger evening on Friday!



Friday Sing-Along!

                I woke up early. Too early. Always too early. I got up, showered, 
and	my	foot	was	throbbing.	It	literally	took me	five	minutes	to	put	on	
my shoes. Not of fun. Not at all of fun. Vanessa woke up, and we headed 
down to breakfast, which was delightful. We ate and talked about the art 
for the Antique Space issues.
                Allow me a moment to pitch!
                So, I had an idea one day in the bathtub. It’s a Four Issue Cross-
Over event on Space Before the Moon Landing. One issues will focus 
on the Out-dated Science View of Space. Another is all the stories about 
space from before the Moon Landing (and I’m happy to send anyone the 
Asimov Before the Golden Age anthology if you’d be willing to write about 
the stories! Then the return of Exhibition Hall for modern Steampunk 
stories	that	are	about	space.	And	finally,	there’s	the	Artist	issue.	I	want	art	
from people that is on the topic of Antique Space, and any interpretation 
of the phrase! It should be a very fun set of issues between The Drink 
Tank, Journey Planet, Exhibition Hall, and Claims Department. Chuck Surface 
is joining James, Alissa, and me on the issues! Should be amazing!
                OK, so back to Friday. I got to the Convention Center for 
a mere set of moments in the Dealer’s Room, where Vanessa set up in 
the Locus table. Just a bit later, we headed over to the Point Square area, 
and since we were a little early, we wandered the Art show. I absolutely 
adored it, ran into Sue Mason (and how much do I love her work!!!) and 
so much more! There was the stuff from Espana that was painted on fans, 
and that really blew my mind! Why isn’t she a regular on the Best Fan 
Artist ballot? I mean really, she’s amazing! After a half-hour walk around, 
we	headed	in	for	my	first	panel,	So	You	Want	to	Be	in	the	Masquerade	
with Kevin Roche, Chris Doyle, and the wonderful Kat Kourbeti. I had 
never met her, and she was a lot of fun, a Cosplayer of note! We talked 
about the things that a Costume entry should do, and the mechanics of 
the Masq that Kevin was running. I basically piped a few things in, but 
really, it was Kevin and Chris’ show. The room had a few costumers who 
were basically there looking for tips, so it was pretty basic.
                After that, we had the day to ourselves. First, we ran into Chris 
Barkley and Julie Marr, which was wonderful, and chatting with him is al-



ways a pleasure. He had a minor set-back in the business meeting, which 
is not unusual. They were trying to get the Translated Work into the Hu-
gos, an idea that is interesting, though I would need to dig into the pitch 
a bit more to really understand the nuts and bolts. Rene Walling dropped 
by and I asked/begged both for articles for the 1960s SciFi comics issue! 
Always be asking!

Vanessa had some time at the Locus table, and I wandered the 
Dealer’s Room. There was a lot of great stuff, and I ran into Padraig 
and we chatted, and the amazing Maura McHugh stopped to chat. I met 



Maura	on	my	first	trip	to	the	UK	in	2008,	and	she’s	a	genius	writer.	She	
mentioned that she had a monograph about Twin Peaks, Fire Walk With 
Me,	which	is	a	fantastic	film	and	I	was	excited	to	go	and	buy	it,	but	alas,	I	
did not. Such was my weekend of buying. My foot was in such much pain. 
I wasn’t going to be walking around all day, so I said to Vanessa that we 
should post-up at Martin’s bar, grab a couch by the door and bring folks 
to us.
                This was a very Chris Garcia idea!
                I jumped onto Facebook and posted a “The Team Journey Planet 
light is lit!” with a picture of the couch we had occupied. Since Vanessa’s 
foot was also hurting, it was a good idea, and we settled in with a pint of 
cider.
																Like	so	much	krill,	they	floated	in.	First	was	Chuck	Surface,	then	
Padraig,	and	then	the	flood.	I	finally	met	Helena	Nash	and	her	wife,	who	
were wonderfully exciting people! We sat and chatted, and got Burgers 
at Rockets, which allowed us to stay in the couches. Vanessa was enjoying 
a few pints, while I mostly just sipped at water I grabbed from one of 
the stand-ups. Dave O’Neil, one of those Brits who lives in the US but 
somehow is ALWAYS in Europe, was a constant at the couches, and we 
all gathered and chatted.
                And then I met Michael Carroll!
                Now, I can not say how amazing Michael is as a cover artist. 
My favorite Journey Planet covers are almost all Michael Carroll originals, 
including the Star Trek & Diversity issue that Sarah Gulde had co-edited 
with us. We were joined by the great Dave O’Neal. He’s a wonderfully 
dark humored individual, and the conversation went all over the place. 
One thing he pitched that we are 100% going to do at some point is an 
issue	dedicated	to	British	Cars	of	the	1970s.	I	am	REALLY	interested	in	
that one! I mean, I don’t love cars, but I love British TV shows that try 
and	fix	them	up!
                We were joined by the phenomenally fun Paul Cray, who was 
not related to the supercomputer guy. I know, I checked! We chatted 
comics and novels, and after a while we ended up heading off to dinner.
                Indian, at a place called Chaska.
                We had looked at the place on our walking by the night before, 
but they weren’t serving anymore. We ended up having to sit outside, 



which was actually pretty nice as it was not raining, and it was cool and 
only a little humid. That was a nice change. We had the slowest service 
ever,	which	was	the	first	time	we’d	had	slow	service,	since	it	was	the	first	
time we’d gone somewhere during peak hours. This was the place that 
had the most Gluten-Free options, including gluten-Free samosas and 
onion bhaji, which we ordered. Vanessa had never had Bhaji! I love it, and 
we enjoyed them so much. Neither Dave nor Paul were willing to take 
the last of either of them, which was not a problem for either Vanessa 
or I. We loved them!
                The main dishes? AMAZING!!! I had the Chicken Jalfrezi, which 
I had seen but never eaten, and it was so fantastic, it was perfectly spicy 
and most tasty form of chicken I’d had yet. Vanessa had this amazing lamb 
shank with a side of curry sauce that made it the whole thing perfect. 
I topped	the	rice	we	got	with	the	sauce	and	it	was	amazing!	I	finished	
Vanessa’s	lamb	for	her,	and	she	finished	my	chicken.	It	was	kinda	cute!
                The meal took 3 and a half hours! We headed back to Martin’s, 
another pint, and waiting. I was prepping for the Sing-along.
                Now, the Media Sing-along was originally going to be a screen-
ing	of	Wizard	of	Oz,	but	instead	Kathy	Bond	and	I	figured	it	would	be	
much better to come up with a bunch of shorter songs and make it 
into a bigger thing with wider ranges of videos. I downloaded TONS of 
karaoke videos of things like Dr. Horrible, Once More With Feeling, TV 
theme songs, Defying Gravity, and some Bowie and Elton John. I edited 
the video together on my MacBook which is not the best computer ever, 
but it’s also portable and rugged!
                So, we got in a minute or two early and saw the last song by 
The Doubleclicks! I’d seen them once, at Illusive Comics & Games, but 
I heard one DnD song and danced with my darling wife! The combo of 
cello and guitar is one that is under-used!
                So, Kathy Bond and I were up there, and I had forgotten to 
forward the list of songs to Kathy. We basically just did shock Karaoke, 
which is always fun. We went through and as time went on, we gathered 
a pretty good crowd, probably topping out at 100.
                Now, you may ask yourself, Chris, can you sing?
                Yes, I can. I can’t sing well, or even not sing terribly, but I CAN 
sing. So, part of the charm of the event may have been giving me a mic to 



listen to me butcher the classics while you sang along.
                And it was a BLAST!
                Adele (aka Helena) and Tamar (who I had met on my TAFF 
trip (and was a part of the legendary meal on the last night of the East-
erncon)) were there, and after the pre-recorded portion of the event, 
they took it on themselves to sing, without accompaniment, the song 
I’ve Got A Theory from the Buffy the Vampire Slayer episode Once More 
With Feeling. It was great! How can I say for certain that this was the 
amazingest panel I had ever done: the entire audience walked out of the 
programming room singing. Without prompting. Singing. I was alazed, the 
lazerblast of mind-blowingness!
                I was sweating.
                I always sweat, but this was bigger. We walked home, and I was 
walking into the wind across the Samuel Beckett Bridge, looking down 
into the River Liffey, and still not seeing any dolphins.



Saturday is for Exhibition

                I wanted to try somewhere new for Breakfast. There is no 
better way to ensure that you eat at the exact same place than by saying 
you	want	to	try	somewhere	new.	This	is	actually	the	point	of	a	short	film	
from a few years ago called The Brunchers. They go around trying to eat 
at a restaurant called Toast, but not the old Toast where they ate most 
weekends, but at the new Toast. Incidentally, I found a restaurant called 
Toast in Dublin.
                So it goes.
                We just ate at the hotel and then walked over to the Con-
vention Centre, where Vanessa ended up at the Locus table, I wandered 
the Dealer’s room where I began to chat with two guys from Belfast 
who had an amazing comic that was the kind of thing you’d have found in 



Berkeley in the 1980s. It was gorgeous art, and it would have come with 
a free print, but alas, I knew I couldn’t carry it in good shape, so I told ‘em 
to give it to the next person who wanted one.

I	also	exchanged	a	high	five	with	Jared,	whose	sideburns	were	
as	exceptional	as	you	can	ever	find!	It	was	a	perfect	high	five.
                I wandered around and ran into the exceptionally tall Niall 
Harrison, who I talked books with, and Nicole, and Paul Cornell, and on 
and on. There were so many people I was excited to get to talk to!
                It ended up with me going to get Vanessa coffee, and then I 
went with Fred Moulton to grab a burger! That was pretty basic, but it 
was really leading to me doing a talk on the Early History of Computer 
Music. I love the study, and I pitched the basic concept of Engineers & 
Enthusiasts (which is also the name of my newest podcast - https://engi-
neers--enthusiasts.pinecast.co/) and how it was the interaction between 
the two that really moved the computer as a tool into the arts. I had a lot 
of	audio	from	various	files	stolen	from	the	Computer	History	Museum	
(who laid me off and I am EXTREMELY bitter!) and I talked about the 
three big ones, Max Matthews and John Pierce at Bell Labs, the RCA labs, 
and the wonderful work done by Peter Samson on the PDP-1. This panel 
went by so damn fast. I had 8 things ready to present, and it wasn’t gonna 
happen. I did pitch my podcast, and got a decent bump from it apparently, 
but as it stood, it went pretty dang well. Afterwards, there were a bunch 
of folks who wanted to chat, but the one that stuck out the most was 
Claire Burn. She’s interested in Computer History, and how could I not 
want to help her down that path! I chatted with another gentleman on 
the way back to the Convention Center so that we could 1) spend more 
time at Martin’s, chatting with Journey planet folks, and B) to enjoy some 
time with Vanessa. We got together and we wanted to go and get some 
lunch. Chuck was joining us, so we decided to head over to Temple Bar.
                We were gonna go to the Hard Rock Café.
                I was psyched, and we walked . We walked in and asked for a 
table in the empty portion of the restaurant.
                They got nothing. Basically, we could have stayed and had snacks 
off the bar menu, but to actually eat lunch, we were scrawed.
                So, we went across the street to Thunderroad Café. It was 
a Harley-themed restaurant of the same type as Hard Rock, but the 



portions were HUGE! I loved it! I got the wings-ribs combo. I managed 
to eat the half-rack of ribs, but the wings were far too much! The wings 
were kinda smothered, but they were pretty tasty! I had a ton of left-
overs, but I wasn’t about to eat them on the run while wearing my good 
sports coat!
                That’s right; I was wearing a sports coat.
                So, I ate, and I managed to get back in time to prep for the 
Masquarade half-time show. You see, Ric Bretschneider is a guru for Pow-
erPoint. He was one members of the team at Microsoft and is the Silicon 
Valley powerhouse of Pechakucha. I love it. There’s a thing called Power-
Point Karaoke, where you stand up and Ric gives you ten slides that you 
have to talk about. I’ve done it a bunch and it’s a lot of fun. Ric MCed 
the Masquerade, which I did last year and am still recovering from (and I 
might done again, perhaps at DC?) and he did a good job. They also had 
a	lot	less	technical	difficulties.	When	the	Karaoke	began,	Ric	had	Mary	
Robinette	Kowal	go	first,	and	she	killed	it.	If	there	is	a	single	individual	
who would kill it at this, it’s MRK! She’s hilarious and a born performer.
                I went on second.
                Now, there is the Garcia theorem – if you can’t be good, be 
loud.
                I was loud.
                I basically jumped around and made random, energetic com-



ments on the various slides, which allowed me to do a thing that I am 
very proud of. After bouncy energetic stuff, I came to a slide titled “The 
Biking Dead’ which was a reference to The Walking Dead and instead of 
going fast and heavy, I simply paused as if I was actually weighing the value 
of the slide. I did the head tilt of consideration, and then as I continued 
the pause, the audience started to laugh, and then I re-tilted, and that got 
even bigger laughs. This is what the legendary Derek McCaw would refer 
to as ‘the joy and usefulness of… the pause’ which we all of ComedyS-
portz ilk live and die by.
                It went OK, and then after that, we left and headed to Martin’s, 
where I ran into Deb Geisler, and then we found Alissa and Andrew and 
headed up to John Scalzi spinning mad stax of wax at the dance. It was 
so	much	fun!	I	actually	danced	to	some	wonderful	music	of	the	1970s	
and 80s and 90s! While there was no Groove is in the Heart, there was 
some amazing New Order, Kool and the Gang, and on and on and on. It’s 
an impressive set, and everyone was having a good time, and I was, again, 
dripping in sweat, so Vanessa and I stepped outside, where Tamar swung 
by with her friend Miriam, who was a delight. I know little about Israeli 
fandom, and it was nice to meet one of the big folks involved with ICON. 
I love it! MRK came by, and we all chatted, and it was wonderful. We then 
popped down to Martin’s, and it was a place where we just chatted for a 
few minutes before we all realized that it’s FREAKIN’ 2am!!!
                We walked back, and Vanessa wanted to get a good photo of 
the Beckett Bridge with the Convention Centre, but it weren’t easy for 
some reason. We wandered back to the hotel, and as would be expected, 
I had to get up early.
                Sadly, the lights weren’t working.
                Now, in Dublin, if you’re in the hotel room, you need to slide 
your card into a reader to allow the lights to come on. This theoretically 
saves power, of course, but it also means if you leave the room for a min-
ute,	figuring	you’ll	be	back	shortly	and	you	leave	it	in	the	reader,	you’re	
screwed.
                And our reader wasn’t working.
                Now, it’s not just the lights, it’s all the outlets, so even with 
the card in, I couldn’t use my CPAP. That sucks, right? I slept like garbage, 
but	not	warm	garbage,	so	it	was	OK.	The	Front	Desk	said	that	they’d	fix	
it in the morning.



 A Sunday in the Storehouse with George
 
               It was Hugos day. Sundays are always hard when the Hugos 
are on Sunday. No matter how much of a long-shot you know you are, 
there’s the dream that you’re gonna win, that you are gonna be on that 
list, that you might be forever remembered, and you’ll get to give the 
speech that people will talk about, that you’ll get to take home the rock-
et. I knew Lady Business was gonna win, and I was proven right, but at the 
same time, we were as close to the home team as possible, with so many 
of the folks on our team being Irish, so there was that.



                I also had a program item. It was the Golden Blaster Film 
Festival judging, which included the wonderful Paul Cornell. In the morn-
ing, though, I had a chance to chat with a bunch of nice folks, and I had 
planned on it. Vanessa needed more time with the Locus table, and I 
needed to go over stuff with James about what we were gonna do for 
Journey Planet over the next year. That’s always a fun conversation. We’re 
doing Swamp Thing, Watchmen, Battle comics, and much more! I man-
aged to get lunch at the Rockets next to the Point Square, which made 
it quite easy!

The	film	festival	had	some	problems,	and	in	general	there	were	
a fair number of tech issues with tech at the Point Square. I think part of 
that is that it was regularly a movie theatre, so there are more challenges. 
The	sound	for	the	first	film	was	way	off,	and	this	was	bad	because	it	was	
almost	entirely	based	around	sound.	The	film	was	an	OK	flick,	Hear, Hear 
I think	it	was	called,	but	eventually	the	filmmaker	withdrew	it	from	com-
petition,	which	is	something	that	happens.	The	rest	of	the	films	displayed	
pretty	well,	but	there	was	one	film	that	blew	everything	else	out	of	the	
water, an animation called Gyphon Amino.  It was a side-scrolling short 
that played with all sorts of game and fantastical quest tropes. It was per-
fectly timed and reminded me of one of the best shorts the Silicon Valley 
Science Fiction Short Film Festival shows: Bendito Machine V. It was an 
amazing short and one that I knew would do very well. Paul Cornell told 
all of us that “we should let ourselves think on it and not discuss things 
until tomorrow’s meeting” and thus, we all went on our ways.
                I grabbed a cab back to my hotel, and Alissa and Andrew were 
in there with Vanessa getting ready. It was a busy place, Andrew was iron-
ing, Alissa and Vanessa were getting dressed. Vanessa had this wonderfully 
simple but absolutely stunning headdress, and I was already wearing my 
sportscoat	and	Flintstones	shirt.	I	love	that	shirt,	and	it	was	the	first	time	
I’d worn it since it went to Helsinki with Stephen Nelson and Alissa. We 
had set 5:40 as the time the cab would come and get us, and we were 
ready with 30 seconds to spare. I took a couple of pictures. We were a 
lovely crew!
                The Hugo pre-party is one of the best parts of being a Hugo 
nominee, and this time the gluten-free food was pretty dang good! There 
was a wonderful lamb kabab, which was also gluten-free! I wandered 



around,	and	finally	met	Anthony	Roche.	I	had	a	single	question	I	need-
ed answered – how should I approach Finnegan’s Wake? You see, Tony 
Roche happens to be a professor and a Joyce scholar, and I’ve been trying 
to read the legendary white whale of so many literary nerds. He gave me 
some great advice – it is to be read by sound. It wasn’t poetry, it’s more 
that the seemingly random words can simply be an unusually-written 
form of a regular word. That is good advice!

One	thing	that	was	amazing	was	that	this	was	the	first	time	
since we’ve been nominated that everyone was in the room for the 
nominations. All nine of us were there! That was amazing! I was sitting 
pretty much in the middle!



About half-way through the party, I saw that Joe Hill was in the 
room. Now, many of you will kno whim as the writer of Locke & Key, 
others as a great horror writer, and some that he’s Stephen King’s son. 
Me? I know him as the guy who brought the biggest break in the Lady of 
the Dunes case to light! 
	 You	see,	in	1974,	a	woman	was	found	murdered	in	the	Dunes	of	
Cape Cod. She was missing some teeth, a hand and a forearm. She has 
never	been	identified,	and	she	has	been	a	topic	of	WebSleuth	types	for	
decades.	I	first	heard	of	her	in	2000	or	so,	and	it	was	the	coldest	of	cold	
cases, until Joe Hill. He was watching Jaws, and he’s a True Crime type 
from what I understand, and in it, there’s a woman who looks a LOT like 
the reconstructed image of the Lady of the Dunes. Now, a lot of the 
authorities say it’s the grasping of straws that Joe’s doing; I disagree. It’s 
bringing attention, and that is often what gets cold cases solved.
	 So,	I	said	Hi,	I	thanked	him,	and	we	took	a	selfie.	I	squeed.	I	should	
probably read his books…
                And we lost, though since we were nominated, we got good 
seats for the Hugos ceremony that most felt like an awards show.

And	allow	me	to	pontificate	here	for	a	bit.
                You see, the Hugos are a big deal, and SHOULD be a big deal, 
but one of the things that establishes an award as a big deal is a presenta-
tion that is a big deal. Having great hosts, in this case the amazing Michael 
Scott and Afua Richardson, is a great start. Treating it like it is a MAJOR 
event, not speeding through it, not treating it like it’s just giving out the 
awards, but actually providing an entertaining presentation. Having Afua, 
the	singer/flutist/Jane	of	All	Trades	as	she	calls	herself,	was	a	game	chang-
er. The idea that we can turn the awards ceremony into something that is 
a show needs to happen to break us through to the next level. Yes, there 
was a serious problem using the auto-captioning system. Even the best 
auto-captioners, and I’ve used a few of them, are strong when trained 
against	as	many	as	seven	voices,	but	on-the-fly,	they	all	suffer.	James	got	
up from our seats, and headed off to deal with the issue. They cut the 
feed, a very good idea, and the rest of the ceremony went off well. 
                One thing for certain is that we can use more speeches like Jea-
nette Ng’s. She opened with the phrase “John W. Campbell was a fucking 
fascist” and went on from there. Yesterday, as I write this, Dell announced 



they were changing the name from the John W. Campbell Award for Best 
New Writer to the Astounding Award for Best New Writer. I like that 
change, and it was all because she spoke, she used the moment she was 
giving for winning, and she spoke from the heart, she let her feelings be 
known, she gave us her emotions. That is what an acceptance speech 
should be. We should be encouraging that. I was quite happy to see her 
do that, and I hope that will be a trend for future winners!
                The show ended with Mary Robinette Kowal winning the 
Hugo for Best Novel, and the rest of us bolting out to get to the Hugo 
Losers Party hosted by George R. R. Martin at the Guinness Storehouse. 
The Guinness Storehouse is a big ol’ tourist attraction, and while I’m not 
a beer drinker, I would have liked to make a visit. We grabbed a bus with 
Padraig and Chuck, we had lost Alissa and Andrew in the rush out of the 
Hugos ceremony. Vanessa looked lovely, and people kept commenting on 
her headdress and dress. As the photos tell ya, she’s freakin’ gorgeous!
                We got there and Jared gave me the highest of High Fives, and 
we chatted, where I pitched him on the Troubles issue of Journey Planet, 
coming soon. That’s going to be one that really stretches my writing time, 
I think. Jared said they were gonna get me a comic on their experiences 
in Belfast. I’m excited!
                After a couple of minutes, the wait staff who were carrying 
around the foods (including an Irish Stew and a Curried Lentil, it seems) 



started doing some step dancing as a dude with a drum began banging 
away. It was kinda cool! Everything sorta stopped for a while, and we just 
took in the sights. I ended up having a bunch of short chats, and then 
Jared came back with a tumbler full of Whiskey.
                A tumbler.
                Of whiskey.
                FULL.
                It smelled like Heaven, and I decided what the hell, let’s drink. 
This was the most I drank all weekend. A tumbler of whiskey. We talked 
and had a great time. I toasted with Scalzi, who I hadn’t had a chance to 
chat with during the con, and I enjoyed some lovely words with John 
Coxon and Espana, and then the music started and folks began dancing.

Apparently, some people didn’t get to attend, the place was at the 
Legal Capacity, which sucks, but also shows exactly how incredible the 
party is. Everyone wants to go, and it’s amazing. The various convention 
staff members I saw, and a few folks like Kevin and Andy, left the party 
early to try and get the folks waiting outside in. A couple of the nomi-
nees couldn’t get in. That sucks, but it’s one of those things where you’re 
dealing with known unknowns. 
                Chuck Surface and Padraig’s sister-in-law cut a mean rug. After 
a	while,	Vanessa	dragged	me	over	to	the	dancefloor	and	we	started	to	
dance a reel. Well, she may have been trying to do a reel, but I only know 
how to Polka, so it ended up being something in-between. It was fun, I 
got dizzy, and it represented a momentous occasion: me dancing twice 
at the same con!
                After an hour or two, Paul Cornell walked over to me.
                “So,” he said, “it’s the Animation, right?”
                “It sure is,” I said.
                We continued to party. Vanessa and I got our characiture done, 
we had silly little lchats, we said congrats to winners, and sat around until 
they tossed us. On our way out, we shook hands with George, told him 
thanks for having us, and he was, as always, incredibly nice.
                We had to wait about 30 minutes until the bus came and we 
all headed back to the convention centre, and then back to the hotel. It 
was 3am, and I had to be up about 9. We walked in, and I put my card in 
the door.
                The lights worked!
                I passed out!



Monday, Monday

Awake, early. I had the meeting to determine the winner of the 
Golden Blaster. First, I needed breakfast, and Vanessa needed a lot of 
sleep. I went down for Breakfast and ran into Jessica Guggenheim! She’s 
exceptionally good people, and I rarely get to chat with her. She joined 
me for breakfast, and it was lovely! She seemed rather shocked that I am 
INCREDIBLY	terrified	of	public	speaking.	Yes,	I’m	good	at	it;	no	I	don’t	
actually like doing it. It’s like fear upon fear. 

I ran from breakfast to my meeting. It was an easy meeting, be-
cause we all agreed that Gryphon Amino was the easy winner. We enjoyed 
some moments, and The John Vaughn, a wonderful human being who is 
a blast, said that we completely agreed with the team that did the pro-
gramming! That’s always a good thing!

 I had a panel in an hour, and a problem. I needed a laptop, and 
luckily	I	knew	that	Ed	Beecher	would	have	his.	I	had	the	file,	The	Giant	of	
Atlantis,	A	truly	terrible	film	that	I	had	prepared	to	riff	on.	As	we	set	up,	
it	turned	out	that	Nope,	I	couldn’t	run	the	file.
                NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!
                I asked Ed, a true movie nerd, what he might have on him, and 
he happened to have White Zombie,	a	film	I	had	seen	ages	ago,	but	knew	
would be much-ready for mockery in the MST3K	style.	We	fired	it	up,	
and it was all raw Improv from there. And it pretty much worked. I had 
forgotten the rather troubling portrayal of Haitians in general, but the 
movie was mostly Bela Legosi (or was it Boris Karloff?) vamping, and the 
kind	of	acting	that	you	would	expect	from	an	early	sound	film.	I	did	make	
sure to point out that the portrayals of the locals were bad bad very bad, 
but It was a good time, and we had quite a few good laughs.
                After that, it was off to the Dealers Room, then to Martins. 
We basically hung out there for a few hours, then walked downstairs and 
met up with Stellan! Stellan, the former BArean who was then a former, 
and	again	now	a	current,	Swedener.	I	had	received	a	set	of	filters	for	him	
at the house in Boulder Creek, and brought ‘em to the con. It was great 
to see him, and he had wanted to take me out to dinner to celebrate. We 
were joined by Nessa and Fran Myman, famed designer of Locus who is 
one of the most under-rated talents in the business. The fact that she’s 





not the Art Director for the largest publisher in the world right now is 
an absolute outrage! She’s amazing!
	 At some	point,	 James	called	me	 into	his	office.	He	was	 rather	
glum, it seemed. We talked Journey Planet for a moment, and then he said 
“So, how did I do? I know you’ll tell me if I fucked it all up.” 

This is a rare moment. Those who know the relative positions of 
James and myself will see this as a total reversal. I’m the anxiety-ridden 
wreck who cares about everything that could go wrong, who panics but 
runs head-long into the fray no matter. James is fearless, but calculating. 
I’m	the	nervous	one;	James	the	confident	one.	We’re	the	same	side	of	
different coins. Here, James was nearly neurotic as I usually am! He cared, 
so damn much, how it had come off. And I told him, like any WorldCon, 
there were issues, and that I’ll never have a realistic view because it was 
EXACTLY the kind of WorldCon I want. I said “the fuck-ups were there, 
like the lines and the captioning, but the con you put together was much 
more.” That seemed to soothe him a bit. The man is human, far more 
than many give him credit for. I said he had a lot to be proud of, especially 
the team he put together. Some of the criticism lately has been unneces-
sarily harsh, no only on the team, but on James in particular. One set of 
criticisms were downright fucked up, and basically a reason to spew ven-
om because they felt the con had failed them. They have points about the 
issues; but they also were obviously working to bring a pile-on, and to 
me, they miss the bigger point. This team brought a WorldCon to Dublin, 
had big challenges, faced them, fell short at points and acknowledged it, 
made giant leaps forward for Irish fandom, made a fun con, and in my 
eyes, put on a helluva WorldCon for a lot of folks. Yes, they couldn’t quite 
manage the needs of some members, that happens every time, but they 
worked hard to do right by as many members as possible. More on this 
later.

I was lucky enough that Sandra Levy came in and James gave her 
a Hero medal, and I was the only person to witness it, and I gave her a 
round of applause. She’s amazing people, and much deserved it!
                We headed down the way to Urban Brewery. It was what 
had once been a storage area for the old Customs buildings that had 
been re-conjiggered into a museum and restaurant complex. You walk 
in and go down some stairs into what looks a lot like a catacombs. It 



was such a cool dungeon-like situation. We got a table in the middle, and 
it was AWESOME! Stone everywhere, and it felt incredibly calm, and 
the staff was pretty helpful, though the menu somewhat limited for the 
Gluten-Free and Dairy-Free. Stellan had a hand-held 360 camera, and he 
took a couple of pics that were nifty!
                The food, though, was the most amazing thing.
                We dove into entrées . Stellan and I shared the Saddle of Lamb. 
Vanessa had the Ribeye, which was the only completely non-Glutened 
and Dairyed entrée, which Fran had the Duo of Beef.
                It was amazing.
                The lamb was so perfectly cooked, and it tasted gently of lamb 
funk, but there was a small pot of jus, which made me smile as it was 
incredibly	flavorful,	adding	a	hint	of	rosemary	to	the	party.	There	were	
amazing	potatoes,	just	perfectly	fried	and	fluffy	in	the	middle.	There	was	a	
salad, and while I wasn’t in the mood for greens, the tomatoes in it were 
amazing! I loved it and it was probably the best meal I had all week!
                We headed back to the hotel, it was about 9, We got in and I 
plopped onto the bed, and turned on the TV.
                Yes.
                I love watching TV in other countries. It was one thing that I 
did in the UK on every trip and found that I adored! There was a cook-
ing show, there were a few games shows. In Ireland, there was a cooking 
show, there were a few game shows. I was in Heaven. Vanessa did her art, 
but there’s no denying the joy that is The Chase. I dug it, and I stayed up 
far too late watching TV.



Tuesday is the Cruelest Month

We woke up and I immediately took a shower and watched more 
TV. There was a kids show where there were pirates who were defend-
ing their treasure from kids, who were other pirates trying to take the 
treasure, but the older pirates were bumbling, and at the same time, they 
were actively able to stop the kids, who were also kinda bumbling. It was 
an interesting show.

You’re not reading this, are you? You’ve given up thousands of 
words ago, right? I should have known, and in fact, I probably did know. I 
will	continue,	more	for	my	benefit	than	for yours.

Anyhow, I watched a little TV, and then it was time to go and grab 
some more touristing! We started with lunch, in this case we went and 
had lunch with James Bacon and Jacky Kamlot. We love Jacky, and getting 
a	chance	to	chat	before	she	flew	off	to	Massachussets	was	wonderful.	
We ate at The Gibson, a lovely hotel next to the Point Square. Vanessa 

had a salad, and I had a 
burger. IT WAS AWE-
SOME!!! Vanessa gave 
me the grilled Houlami 
cheese that came with 
her salad, and I put it 
on my burger, which 
was delightful! We ate, 
chatted and had a love-
ly time. Jacky left, and 
Emma King joined us 
as	we	finished	eating.	It	
was a lovely meal, and it 
is always good to get to 
chat with Emma. 
	 We	 finished	 up	
and headed to… Tem-
ple Bar. It was time for 
me to get my Rock ‘n 
Roll Museum visit!



Now, we got there and it turns out that you have to get a tour, 
which is my least favorite kind of museum visit… with the exception of 
the Winchester Mystery House. We had to wait an hour before our tour, 
so we headed across the way to what was FilmBase Dublin, but they had 
a series of pages from comics. I loved them, and they had this sort of late 
90s indy feel that I adored. We went to the guy sitting at the desk and 
asked him about the building. He said that it USED to be FilmBase, but 
the building was in liquidation, and he was the caretaker and the art in 
the front was his, because he basically decided to turn that area into his 
personal gallery! I’m glad he did! 

We got to take our tour, and the guide, Anastasia, was very good. 
She was funny, and she obviously knew her Rock. There was a U2 exhibit, 
a section where you could take pics with actual functioning instruments, 
and a tour of the various bands that made Dublin one of the great rock 
cities. 

And then, there is was – The Thin Lizzy room!



Now, it was basically a 
reliquary to Phil Lynnett, as it 
should be, and the guitars, bass-
es, and another bust of the man, 
were in there along with his 
grade school report card! It was 
worth every penny for that room 
alone. It was the tribute the man 
deserved, and the giant mixing 
board,	72	channels,	I	believe,	was	
also pretty impressive. 

I love the place, and after 
that, we went walking towards 

Dublin Castle. We went by Trinity Church, where I got to see the Ar-
menian Genocide memorial, and then across town to the Castle. Across 
from the Castle, there was a little exhibition of Ceramics! We walked in, 
it was free, and I was immediately blown-away! So much incredible stuff! 
As a guy who loves Arneson, Gilhooly, and Shaw, this was the kind of 
thing that makes me happy!

We wandered about the Castle area, though we didn’t take a 
tour. We did decide to get some dinner, this time from a carvery! It 

was a place that Vanessa had 
gone with Alissa earlier in the 
week, and I knew this was going 
to be the kind of place I dug. I 
got me a lamb shank, as did Nes-
sa. I got potatoes, mashed, pars-
nips, mashed, and carrots, which 
I mashed. It was delicious! The 
gravy was really impressive, and 
the	whole	meal	was	totally	filling	
and the perfect way to make sure 
that I got a good night sleep…
 … after a couple of hours 
of good tv. 







One Day More!

We woke up a little earlier than you’d expect on the last day of a 
vacation. We had several museums to get to. I wanted to see the Nation-
al Gallery, while Vanessa wanted to go to the National History Museum. 
These were right next to each other. We started with the Gallery. 

Wow! For a place with almost 0 contemporary art, it was really 
cool!

There was an El Greco, a Vermeer, a Rembrandt, a Picasso, a love-
ly Calder, an exceptional Matisse, and on and on and on. I found a lot of 
it to be focused on the kind of work I’d expect,  Old Masters stuff that 
was old. It was nicely done, though. 
After our lap, we headed off across the way to the Natural History Mu-
seum. 
This was a trip. I’ve never seen as dense a set of displays. It was hella old 
school. The place had old, stuffed animals of every type all over the place. 
There was little signage, and a lot of it was simply cases full of specimens, 
but it was so cool! The Irish Elk skeleton in particular was awesome!

We wandered a bit, walked through St. Stephen’s Green, this time 
not getting kicked out, and then met up with Alissa and Andrew again, 
this time for one last trip to Sitar, then back home for a little more TV, a 
2am	wake-up	call,	and	then	the	flight	home.

We ate a lot of Indianfood, and while I would say Chasta was 
likely the best (despite the slow ass service), I will always have a place in 
my heart for Sitar. I mean, it was just so tasty and touristy and wonderful, 
how could you not love a place like that? 

It’s really the same day, we basically didn’t sleep, but we caught 
our	plane	from	Dublin	to	Paris,	then	took	the	Paris	to	SFO	flight.	It	was	
long, it was basically me playing the seatback Backgammon and Othello 
while	listening	to	podcasts.	It	was	as	uneventful	as	you	can	figure.	





So, What Should We Learn From Dublin.

I loved this con! It was almost exactly what I want a WorldCon 
to be, and it was so much fun to share it with Vanessa. Were there issues, 
yes. Were some people unhappy? Yes. Were some people deliberately 
misled that the facilities were unsuitable? Nope. Were the facilities top-
notch? Yep. Was the Convention Centre too small? For the number that 
showed	up,	yes.	Did	James	specifically	go	out	to	pull	the	wool	over	the	
eyes of fandom? No. Is the complaining by several folks way over the top? 
No doubt. Should Dublin get another WorldCon? Yes. Can we do better? 
Probably. Does that mean Dublin sucked? Not at all. 
	 Now	that	those	are	out	of	the	way,	here	are	a	few	specifics	from	
where I’m sitting. Whenever a con has to go with split venues, it’s really 
gotten to the point that we should have a shuttle, and likely an on-call 
Accessibility service as well. These are expensive, I had to arrange for 
one for a festival a few years ago and it ran us 50K for 3 days, but it’s 
gotten to that point where we’ve aged, we’re attracting a more physically 
diverse crowd, and we should be providing that. One thing we should 
probably be doing anyhow is making sure every con has a Grant Writer 
on staff. Accessibility is one area where you can more easily get grants, 
but	you	really	need	someone	to	go	out	and	find	them	and	it	takes	a	cer-
tain amount of focus. 

We’ve learned that destination city WorldCons are going to draw 
bigger than most US WorldCons now. We saw it in Helsinki. We saw it 
in London. We saw it in Dublin. This means we have to think about how 
we’re going to plan for sizes of WorldCons outside the US, which is actu-
ally a good thing. I think we’re sorta seeing a ComicCon effect. In the US, 
we’re at peak ComicCon, to the point where there are several running 
every weekend, and sometimes two in the same area, as we saw in the 
Bay Area TWICE last year. I think this is a big part of why we’re not see-
ing US attendance as high as in the past. On the other hand, while these 
kinds of cons are popping up in Europe with greater frequency, it’s not 
to the level in the US, and I think it’s actually helping European fannish 
cons draw more. It also means that those attendees may be looking for 
a different experience, or having a different kind of planned attendance. 
That’s an interesting problem/happy accident. It’s something we need to 
think about. 



One thing that Dublin needs to be lauded for is having the best 
Hugo ceremony I’ve ever seen. Yes, the captioning, a terrible problem 
that	will	certainly	inform	future	ceremonies,	but	the	flow	of	the	show,	
treating it as more than just giving out the rockets, that is what we need 
to be doing more of. I do wish we had had a few different presenters, but 
that’s just me. Helen and her team did a great job!

Having a bar set-up like Martin’s is key. We all knew that already, 
though. 

I learned that tech requirements are always going to trip us up 
to	a	degree,	and	that	figuring	those	out	early	is	key,	and	then	just	rolling	
with it as best we can is just as important. It was good to see the Masq 
go off with nary a hitch, and Ric hardly had to vamp at all! 

It’s always the friends who are missing that gets me. I hadn’t heard 
that Victor Banis died until I saw it on the Memorial crawl. Ouch. 

I am so glad we got to go, and I will always cherish the memory.




